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MULTI-PURPOSE COMPUTER GRAPHICS
SYSTEM SMOG-85
A. M, MATSOKIN, V. A. DEBELOV, V. G, SIROTIN ANd S. A. UPOI-'NITOV
computing center, siberian Division, the ussR Academy of sciences, Novosibirsk, ussR
Abstract-This paper describes the SMOG-85 systcm, a set of software components for graphical and

geo-

metric data processing. One nray distinguish among the parts of the system functional components implementing main capabilities of thc system and tcchnological components providing a local operating environment for functional components. A general structure of the system and interfaces between separate
components, or processors, arc described. Also described are structures and main capabilities offunctional
components-an illustration processor, a drafting procesor, a 3D modelling processor-and main parameters
oltechnologicat components-a graphical output processor, an interaction processor and a data base procesor.
The system could üe applied to preparation ofdocuments containing graphic illustrations; construction of
geometric 2D and 3D objects, their visual analysis and computation of mass properties; and preparation
and editing of draft documentation.

INTRODIJCTION

The SMOG-85 systemUlwas developed at thc Computing Center o[ the Siberian Division of the USSR
Academy of Sciences. Work connected with the creation of this system started in 1970. The first stage
developed was the illustration processor, intended lor
the presentation ol the results o[ scientific research
( 1 97 I ). During this period, general principles were formulated whose further development became a conceptual basis of SMOG-85. Three basic principles can

structures over graphical primitives (which are ade-

be distinguished:

(l)

independence of the system functionality
from the operating environment where it functions;
(2) independence o[functional capabilities upon
particular application fields;
(3) separation of graphical and geometric data
from algorithms and programs which process them.
Naturally, these principles are rather general and
should be considered in more detail.
A set of graphic device drivers, available through
their interfaces and data base system, serves as an operating environment. According to the first principlc,

we distinguish technological components.

In

fact,

technological components "virtualize" graphical devices and unify the access to the cxternal storagc. At
present, the idea to virtualize graphic devices has become conventional in computer graphics. It is particularly relerred to in various standards[2-4]. The selection o[ technological components made it possible
to essentially improve the perlormance ol SMOG-85
and to adapt it to different hardware installations. For
example, the illustration processor with graphic data

output processor is, in fact, used

as a graphic standard

in many enterprises.
SMOG-85 was developed as multi-purpose system,
i.e. ifpossible, independent ofapplications system intended lor graphical and geometric data processing on
a computer. SMOG-85 was developed in accordance
with the module-hierarchical principlc. The system is
implemented as a subroutine library. This approach
CAG

l2:3/4-J

esscntirllly sinrplifics both the interlace between separate modulcs and thc intcraction with application systems. Functionatity of each module is available by
means of subroutine CALLs in FORTRAN. It is diflficult to process geometric and graphical data on a
computer since its representation in computer memory
is not adequate due to the absence of a lormal model
o[ a geometric objcct and a display image fit for different applications. Data representation structures used
in the standards GKS and IGES provide support for
this view. Thus, in the standard GKS[3], simple.linear
quate to capabilities ofexisting graphical devices rather
than to the image) are used for graphical data representation. On the other hand, IGES data structures[5]
are an eclectic combination oIconventional techniques
for different mathematical models of geometric data
in the form of the complicated hierarchical list structures. The absence of a universal geometric model accounts lor the fact that programs for graphical and
geometric data processing, as a rule, are too complicated and are directed to a particular application. In
the development otSMOG-85, separation o[graphical
and geometric data lrom programs of their processing
was of primary importance. Thereflore, lurther devel-

opment of geometric modcls and methods ol their
processing was required.
We will describe below a general structure and basic
data models used in SMOG-85 and separately, its main
components. In the description of some components,
i.e. processors, of primary attention are functional ca-

pabilities.

I. GENERAI, STRUCTURE AND DATA IIIODEIS
The general stnrclure of SMOG-85 is shown in Fig.
l. Interaction between components is realized as data
streams. Three basic data models are distinguished in
the system: graphical segments and metafiles, dralt
models and 3D models. For representation of these
models, hierarchical list structures are used. The storage
and processing ofthese structures are provided by the
441
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Fig. t. Structure of SMOG-85 (scheme).

The source o[data lor programs implementing these
functions can be given analytically either discretely in
the form ofvectors (for plots) or in the form ofheight
matrices (for surfaces). The height matrix allows one
to define values on grids with a uniform or a non-

data base proce§sor. The construction and interpretation o[ representations are implemented by special
processors.
2. ILLUSTRATION PROCESSOR

uniform mesh size.

The illustration processor allows the construction oI

As is seen, the above-described capabilities allow one

to construct graphical interpretations o[ objects of

images:

of functions of tl.re lorm y

(-v

:

(x), ot y

:

y(t),

"f
-plots
x: x(l):
of lunctions of the form z : f (x, y), or
-plots
= z(u, v), : Y(u, u), x : x(rr, o) (surfaces);

z

Y

-isolines;
of velocitY vectors;

-mapsand 3D histogramsl

-2D scenes, which are a combination o[ wirelrame
-3D
models and collection of shields (Figs. Al-A6, Al l).

'

conventional mathematical theories. The illustration
processor also allows preparation of text documents
containing different lormulas and notation. As it takes
place, a variety ol lonts for digits and signs of the Rltssian, Latin and some other alphabets can be used'
The illustration processor was the first part to appear;
it has gained wide recognition in many different sci-

entilic and design

sYstems.

The illustration processor generates a stream of
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graphical data which can be visualized either with the parametric representalions are used. Both types ofrephelp ofthe graphical output processor or the graphic resentation are based on the boundary technique.
interaction processor.
The following techniques are used for constructing
Thorough development of corresponding mathe- the models:
matical algorithms has resulted in attractive looking
I
of basic geometric shapes (conic sections,
processor-generated plots, isolines, etc.
-description
parallelepipeds, cyiinders, cones, etc.);
representation of the Coons curves and
3. 3D MODELI,ING PROCRSSOR
-parametric possible
linear and cubic interpolation;
surfaces with
The 3D niödelling-processor perflorms the following
of polyhedral modcls by means o[the Boolean
activities:
-design
operations: unions, intersections, subtractions;
of gcometric ol 3D objccts;
olsurlaces by displacemcnt or rotation
-forming of main mass properties by models;
-construction
of plane curves (sweeping operations).
-calculation of flat images of 3D objects.
-construction
Peculiar to boundary representation of models is the
The general structure of the processor is shown in absence in their structure ofdata on boundary elements
Fig. 2.
connections, which has allowed essential simplification
The following basic geometric objects are distin- of the Boolean operations implementation on polyguished: plane curves, polygons, polyhedrons and spahedra[7]. The data on boundary elements orientation
tial curves and surfaces. To describe objects, linear or make calculation of mass properties possible.
I

;qi

Boundary

representation

Construction of
plane images of
3D model

Computation ol
mass properties by
model

lnlerf ace

with data base processor

Fig. 2. Functional scheme of thc 3D modelling processor
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ofthe following
The processor provides calculation
gravitv
area' volume' center of
,t;;*:;ilil"'ition,
and moments ol tncrtta'
is based on algorithms of
Flat image
"on"'ut'ion
The-processor
I ,rr. B""l."i operations on polygons'
sections and.arbitrary
various
construct
to
;li;;;;;.
lidden
i l-"r"ä.i"ä ptojtttiont of 3D objects-with
3D- models can
of
images
Flat
it*o"a'
\t-ä!^"luurir.d
ääiil;:
prowith the help of the graphical.output
cessor.Theuseoltl-repoiyhedralrepresentationof2D
interlaces with
and 3D objccts t""nii'ily simplifies

devices'
rastcr and vector graphical
.'
Loth
pro""Jni"a"rt
flat itog"t are gcncratcd and

and

base processor[6]'

by using leatures of-the duta
parts
modelling mechanical
Both are typically used for
drilling
machinin-g,
obtained with the helf of extruding,
shapes (car bodies'
external
sm'ooth
with
objects
and
aeroplane fuselage' etc')'
turbine
';ig;;;tcasing,
using the proA7"io A10 show examples of

cessed

cessor

and editing of dralt models;

-generation some geometric properties, of 2D objects
-calculating
ti"*, l, ä drait ldistances between objects' centers

of gravitY, areas, etc');
for
data from a draflt model' necessary
gen(program
-äii"i.rrä',ne
ä. *ott-or oifferent post-processors
different
.t","* i'1. a."ices t'ith NC' programs for
etc');
calculations,
views stored
complicated drafts from

-;;;;ii;;äe
in the data base;

with the
the drafts on paper in accordance
-ä.u*ing
conventional standards'
is prcsented in Fig'
Thc drafting proccssor structurc
of the drafting pro3. Figure A12 represents results
cessor work.
standards on
In correspondence with the USSR
a threeaä*"tir, ,t'e drafting processor is based on
level hierarchical model:

lst

of 3D modelling'

2nd
3d

4. DRAFTING PROCESSOR

for the following
The drafting processor is intendecl
procedures:

level:

document'

level: list'
level:

view in the dratltSl'

geometric elements
The view represents a set o[

processor
lnterface with interaclion

Addition o{

Geometric

constructions

lntertace with

graphicaloutput
processor

dimensions on
the dralt

Arranging Parls
into dralt

Preparation of

documents
Fig. 3. Dralting processor structure'

lnterlace wilh
data base
processor
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(points, segments, arcs, etc,) and technological elements
(dimensions, special symbols, etc.) with imposed "tangent," "parallel," etc. connections. Algebraic systems
of a special form[9] are used as a theoretical basis for

modclling olviews.

of image descriptions from a virtual
-ranslation
graphical device language (a metafile language) into
a language

ofa particular

device;
o[sets of graphical metafiles to provide

-accumulation
an optimal operation o[graphical output

5. GRAPHICAL OUTPUT PROCESSOR

The graphical output generator is intended for the
following functions:

The structure o[ the graphical output processor is
shown in Fig. 4.

Graphical

data

nterface with graphical
Jevice service staff

lnterlace
with data base

---1 -gt'".1

processor

:-._data --

..

@

@

tI
I'***
I
unit

l@

I

devices;

of statistics on utilization olgraphical
-accumulation
resources by a user.

lI
converrer

@

lllt
Drivers

lll ltc
File of

graphicaldevice
commands

Fig. 4. Structure ofgraphical output processor.
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in interactive mode necessary data on the state

of
Depending on conditions, different modifications
configuration
maximal
The
tt e pioc"rsoi can be used'
computer
is shown in Fig. 4. It is intended for a large

-gives
ofthe

in a computer
stream o[
intensive
an
n"t*ott and is oriented to
when a
version'
"personal"
the
In
grapnicaf output.

center or for a terminal workstation

to a computer'
!.upt i.ut device is connected on-line
the system'
from
Io.npon.ntt C and D are eliminated
urrJ

io-por.nts A and B become

transparent for the

graphical data.

" öo*por.nt A is the main component

o[ the pro-

ofgraphical
cessor. Ii supports the work ofthe operators
devices, namelY:

the completed graphical metafiles from

processors
-assembles
separate graphical segments coming to the
in real time;
the data on graphic metafile authorship

-transmits
and its volume (in

meters of run ola pen and pages)

data base, etc.

disIn some cases it seems appropriate to look at a
a
play image (stored as metafile in the data base) on
the
with
done
be
can
This
äi.pfuv Oefoie it is plotted.
help of the Processor component'
a
Ä set of drivers (component E) is determined by
ofdevice'
set o[devices, a driver for each type
The statistics stored while using the processor makes
it possible to produce necessary financial calculations
*iih users and to come to justihed solutions about the
graphic deincrease/decrease and quantity/quality oI
vices.

the
The statistics stored at the Computing Center of
Sciences
of
Siberian Division of the USSR Academy
years
in Novosibirsk indicates that during the last l0
olgraphthousand
840
than
more
SMOG-85
of using
ical pages were issued'

to operators and to a statistics unit;

6. INTERACTION

the transmission of mctafile sets intended
(raster or
-"ontrols
for visualization on a particular device

-an

vector);

PROCE.SSOR

The processor Provides:
interface between different-type computers;

Other comPonents

Application
programs

ot sMoc-8s

Mini- comPuter

Graphical

Digitizer

display
Fig. 5. Structure of interaction processor'

Plotter
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fulfilment of functions distributed between two

-the
varied comPuters.

For a computer close to a user we select a minicomputer as a part of a workstation and a powerlul
computer as another. The host computer may be a
part olthe computer network.
The processor is designed so software can be easily

of
increused and modified (also by the user) on any
corresponding
The
the two different-type computers'
part o[ the processor may also bc used separately on
citlrcr comPutcr.
The structure of the processor is shown in Fig' 5'
7' DATÄ BASE PROCESSOR
This processor provides generation and processing
of data structures, rePresenting:

with objects ofthese types: creation olan object' gen-

eration and destruction ofconnections, successive acleaves of
cess to objects ofa particular bush' access to
a bush, etc.

whole or in its compothan one hundred
more
nents, has been installed in

At present, SMOG-85,

enterprises in the USSR.

models;
models;

-draflt

Sciences and

has also been installed in

in INRIA (France)' The supplier ol

the

in
SMOG-85 system is NPO "Centrprogramsistem"
the city ol Kalinin'
Dcvclopmcnt ol'thc systcm is contintrirrg'
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